
Some people say job satisfaction is more important than job security. Others believe 
that we cannot be expected to enjoy the job continually and having a permanent job 
is more important. Discuss both views and give your own opinion.

There is a growing controversial debate between those who advocate for having a 
satisfactory job and other members of society whose vote goes for having a permanent 
career regardless of job satisfaction. However, I believe job satisfaction is more 
important than the job security, and in the following paragraphs I will elaborate my 
viewpoints.

Being involved in an activity we enjoy is one of the main factors leading to success and 
happiness and that is why some groups hold the idea that of having a satisfactory job is 
more important than a job with an acceptable security margin. Keeping in mind that we 
spend most of our time at work, a lot of people believe we must be involved in a career 
we appreciate/enjoy or else it can lead to irreparable damages to our mental health due 
to a sense of frustration. 

On the contrary, in these days having a secure job is extremely important. We do not 
have to forget that there are some jobs that no one likes to do them. Some clear 
examples of unsatisfactory jobs could be funeral services providers, sweepers, and 
clinical waste disposal collectors. That being involved in such activity is unsatisfying is an 
undeniable fact. 

In conclusion, I hold the idea of spending time on with an activity we feel pleased 
with/enjoy. I think our time for life so limited that if we spend it in a way that we do not 
like, at the end we face regret and sorrow. In addition to this, many may lose their 
mental health and this definitely costs more than what they earned during their working 
period.


